
The Guy lantern serves as a versatile and convenient lighting source suitable for both indoor and outdoor 
settings. It goes beyond mere illumination, offering warm light with adjustable dimming options, enhancing user 
experiences. With a minimum 10-hour (& 80+ hours at dimmest setting) usage time at full charge, it addresses 
the need for portable, long-lasting lighting, further extended by its adaptability as it transforms into a table lamp 
when used with a charging base. Its uniqueness lies in its design concept, mimicking a person with 
interchangeable "clothing" accessories, setting it apart from typical lanterns, including a “cape” – a curved hot 
pressed felt, “collar glass” – a glass disk,  “collar bowl” – a glass bowl, and a rotatable trapezoid-shaped lamp 
shade. Its soft glow, and durable features make it distinct and appealing. The primary goal was to craft a stylish, 
versatile, and enduring lighting solution that caters to diverse settings. This objective was successfully achieved 
by focusing on user needs, such as extended battery life, adaptability, and the opportunity for personalization.
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Lumens:
Battery Life :
Rated LED Lifespan
Color Temperature:
Color Rendering Index (Ra) :
Color Rendering Index (R9) :
Material:
Warranty:
Voltage:
Standard Finish (luminare):
Shade Finishes:

GUY
190
10 hours at max brightness / 80+ hours at lowest setting (at full charge)
60,000+ hours
2,700 K
90+
50+
Aluminum, Plexiglass
5 years
5V
Matte White, Matte Black, Brass
Matte White (Metal)
Matte Black / Brass (Metal)
Dark Grey (Disk Collar, Bowl Collar)
Light Marble (Cape)

*USB-C Charger not included.

69

Optional clothing items for Guy
Simply unscrew the 
head off the body,
place the optional
clothing in between and 
screw together the
head and body.

Cape Disk collar  Bowl collar

Guy lantern

Hat

Charging dock

*USB-C charger 
  not included

Standard package content

GUY - _ _ _  

MWT = Matte White
MTB = Matte Black
BRS = Brass

GUY - _ _ _  

MWT = Matte White
MTB = Matte Black
BRS = Brass

Guy Standard package with shade 

GUY - _ _ _  

MWT = Matte White
MTB = Matte Black
BRS = Brass

GUY - _ _ _  +  _ _ _

MWT = Matte White
MTB = Matte Black
BRS = Brass

DDGY = Disk Collar
CLTM = Cape
BDGY = Bowl Collar

Guy with optional clothing item

Optional clothing item

Guy Disk Collar (Glass)

P4 - GUY - CLTM
Guy Cape (Felt)

P4 - GUY - BDGY - 5 
Guy Bowl Collar (Glass)

203 mm
8 in

64 mm
2.5 in


